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If you are feeling overwhelmed with the task of caring 
for your lawn or landscape this fall and removing the 

snow on your driveway and walks over winter, consider 
having Down To Earth Garden Center handle all of your 

outdoor services for you! 

 Lawn Aerating 
 Dethatching 
 Organic Fertilizer 
 Compost Topdressing 
 Over-Seeding 
 Leaf Removal 

 Shrub Pruning 
 Landscape Clean-up 
 Winterizing Plants 
 Snow Removal 
 Deer Protection 
 Seasonal Decorating 



Fall Lawn & Landscape Clean-up 
Once we have had a hard freeze and plants are dying 
back rapidly it is time to clean-up your landscape and 
prepare it for the winter ahead. By now the leaves are 
falling if not mostly on the ground and the first snow is 
just around the corner.  
 
Here are a few things to do to help get your plants 
through the winter and make next spring a little less 
work.  
 
Watering: Reduce watering in early fall to start the 
acclimation process then water thoroughly just before 
the ground freezes in late fall. 
 
Pruning: Diseased perennials should be cut back; 
however, leaving vegetation on perennials can add 
extra insulation over winter. Woody shrubs like burning 
bushes can be shaped after they have started dropping 
leaves. Be sure to avoid pruning any shrubs that flowers 
in the spring which have already formed buds in 
fall. Examples are lilacs and rhododendrons. 

Leaves:  Mulch leaves into your lawn if possible or 
remove them if they are excessive. Remove leaves from 
your landscape beds to prevent harboring of rodents, 
diseases and insects. 
 

Protecting: To protect plants from animal damage over 
the winter you can cover them with burlap. Examples 
are boxwoods, hemlocks and topiary yews or junipers. 
Sometimes the only way to truly protect them from deer 
and rabbits is to install a sturdy fence that is well 
installed into the ground and extends above the snow 
line. 

Mulching: Sensitive plants such as zone 5 plants, roses, 
endless summer hydrangeas, holly and Japanese maples 
will benefit from being completely covered in leaf mulch 
or straw (about 1ft over perennials).  
 

Fertilizing: Fall is not the time to fertilize landscape 
plants. Lawns benefit from a low nitrogen but high 
potassium fertilizer. New plantings benefit from a high 
phosphorus fertilizer or root stimulator.  


